
Alpega and Gatehouse Logistics Partner to
Provide Live Vehicle Tracking to Transwide and
Teleroute Customers

Jesper Bennike, CEO of Gatehouse
Logistics

Transwide and Teleroute users will have live vehicle
visibility and additional services such as geo fencing
and “corridoring” on strategic shipments

ZAVENTEM AND NøRRESUNDBY, BELGIUM AND
DENMARK, March 20, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Logistics software company Alpega and supply chain
data aggregator and unifier GateHouse Logistics today
jointly announce a strategic partnership to provide
Transwide and Teleroute customers with live vehicle
visibility and tracking and additional services for
strategic shipments.

Over the last months, the two companies have
developed and tested a comprehensive interface
between their platforms. With the technical integration
of the two platforms completed, Transwide customers
can now request live vehicle tracking for monitoring
transport execution to carriers whose telematics system
is connected to GateHouse Logistics’ secure data
sharing service - ghTrack®. The process is simple and
activation seamless. 

By developing the interface, Transwide and Teleroute
users will have live vehicle visibility and additional
services, such as geo fencing and “corridoring” on
strategic shipments with minimal impact on the operations of carriers.

Shippers will be able to request live vehicle tracking from their carriers, which carriers can activate

The Transwide platform
perfectly integrates with our
ghTrack data distribution
service and delivers
increased value to Alpega’s
customers”

Jesper Bennike, CEO of
Gatehouse Logistics

upon request on a per truck basis via the ghTrack service.
Once a transport load starts, the onboard unit data
automatically feeds Transwide software and provides the
shipper with total visibility on transport execution. 

With more than 400 hundred different telematics systems
connected to ghTrack, the service will have coverage of
thousands of trucks making it one of the most comprehensive
track and trace solutions in the supply chain.

“Alpega is a very focused partner whose strategy of providing
real-time transport execution software fits perfectly with

http://www.einpresswire.com


GateHouse Logistics’ mission of providing secure live
vehicle information,” says Jesper Bennike, CEO of
Gatehouse Logistics. “The Transwide platform perfectly
integrates with our ghTrack data distribution service and
delivers increased value to Alpega’s customers.” 

“Visibility of transport execution is paramount for our
customers and integration with ghTrack makes it easier for
carriers to provide their customers with live information
without disrupting any processes,” adds Fabrice Maquignon,
CEO Transwide and Teleroute (ALPEGA Group). “The
interface is now available to Transwide customers and will
be available to Teleroute users in the coming weeks.”

About GateHouse Logistics A/S
GateHouse Logistics A/S is a completely neutral telematics
data intermediator. We champion data sovereignty and are
leading the way that data is securely shared across the
entire supply chain bringing with it much-needed
transparency of inbound and outbound logistics. Our
ghTrack® data sharing service transforms data from all
diverse telematics systems into one unified and logical data
stream that can be easily integrated into any business
system. Users of ghTrack are the world’s leading transport
companies, automotive, e-commerce and retail/wholesale companies and manufacturers. Partners
are solution providers who build their own solution on top of the unified data stream. Visit
www.gatehouselogistics.com

About the Alpega Group
The Alpega Group is a leading global logistics software company that offers end to end solutions that
cover all transport needs, including Transport Management Services (TMS) and Freight Exchanges.

The TMS software solutions, inet, Transwide and TAS-tms, and transport procurement software
specialist TenderEasy connect companies to a broad network of logistics providers and digitize their
complex supply chain management. The TMS systems provide live visibility over incoming and
outgoing logistics and seamlessly link truck drivers and logistics providers with shippers. The three
freight exchanges known as Teleroute, Bursa and 123cargo serve as marketplaces for matching spot
shipments and capacities.

Our +200,000 user community is electronically connected every day to successfully manage critical
transport processes. All our solutions allow our customers and their partners to interact electronically.
They can be additionally combined to deliver more value to our customers and theirs.
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